botopress

these counterterrorist measures have physically impacted the public spaces of the French
capital. Through its investigative account of
a commercial centre, a transportation hub,
and a public square, this work contributes to
clarifying the process of militarization and oversecuritization of the contemporary metropolis.

Alexandre Gaiser
Fernandes
After the 2015 terrorist attacks in the metropolitan region of Paris, both the governmental
counterterrorist plan «Vigipirate» and the state
of emergency became key tools to control
the city and its citizens. By giving extra power
to the national executive branch, mobilizing
a multitude of security and military actors,
and strengthening preventive regulations,
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Urban Public Space in Times of Crisis

This editorial is being written in times of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Many countries have imposed quarantines, travel restrictions,
and stay-at-home requirements for citizens. Schools and workplaces have been closed, public events have been cancelled,
and public gatherings restricted. Citizens have been required to
no leave the house with exceptions for daily exercise, grocery
shopping, and essential trips, and public transport has been partly
closed. Urban life and urban public space have been severely
affected by these measures. The coronavirus can be regarded
as anti-urban virus par excellence. Urban life is characterized by
social interaction and spatial density – by undermining the ability
of urban citizens to meet and interact in the public, the virus is
threatening the very essence of what constitutes urbanity. This
becomes particularly visible in how urban public space has been
fundamentally changed, at least for a while.
In trying to keep distance, people are avoiding close contact
and conversations, and gatherings in public space are viewed
in terms of their health risks. Yet, at the same time, the current
crisis has also served to document the fundamental importance
of freely accessible and non-commercialized urban public space.
As restaurants, bars, shops, cultural, and sports facilities have
been closed, citizens have resorted to meeting, walking, and
exercising in streets, squares, and parks. These practices, however, are subject to newly implemented rules and regulations
9
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which oblige citizens to a certain conduct and behaviour; rules
and regulations which are more or less transparent and clear, and
more or less forcefully monitored and enforced. After months of
confinement, some of the emergency measures are now gradually taken back and travel restrictions are lifted. In what ways and
to what extent the coronavirus has changed how urban public
space is perceived, used, appropriated, and valued in the long
term remains to be seen.
In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, this book is a
timely reminder of how emergency measures as a reaction to
threats to public security have affected urban public space in
other contexts and circumstances. The author shows how measures conceived in reaction to terrorist attacks in the past years in
the French context have also altered the perception and the uses
of urban public spaces. The argument of this book is based on
the in-depth analysis of counterterrorist measures, implemented
after the terrorist attacks in 2015 in the metropolitan region
of Paris. By reinforcing preventive regulations, implementing
surveillance and control devices of various sorts, and strengthening the public presence of security and military actors, these
counterterrorist measures have strongly impacted the urban
space of the French capital. Based on a rich historical and theoretical contextualization and drawing on case studies of three
central public spaces of Paris, the author traces processes of
militarization and securitization in the contemporary metropolis
and discusses how these have affected everyday urban life. The
insights are highly relevant, particularly in the current moment,
for several reasons.
First, this book draws attention to the history of emergency
measures, with historical roots in the colonies and a long-time
evolution of legal frameworks in the case of France. Measures
implemented under the state of emergency – this is what history
tells us – will always have some long-term impact. An acute crisis
forces the government to act swiftly but it also allows building
public consent and implementing measures which would otherwise not be enforceable. Similarly, some of the measures taken
against the spread and impact of the coronavirus will certainly

have lasting effects. It is now open to discussion which safety
and precautionary means have to stay in place on a long-term
basis and what the legitimation is for that. Beyond the long-term
enforcement of new rules and regulations, however, the question
is also how the perception of public space has been altered. Will
urban public space continue to pose a threat and will citizens
seek to avoid encounters and contact? Or will the post-corona
moment lead to a renewed appreciation of the qualities and
importance of public spaces in cities?
The second important insight of this book is related to the
legitimacy of emergency measures that affect fundamental civil
rights and liberties. The case of French counterterrorist measures shows how the legal means and the related responsibilities
of authorities and state security actors can be fundamentally
unclear, even when drastic restrictions on personal freedom are
implemented. By examining the mechanisms of the counterterrorist apparatus with regard to norms, operational instructions,
and legislation, the author reveals how urban spaces are marked
by overlapping zones of authority and informally constituted jurisdictions of everyday security. Moreover, emergency measures
justified with counterterrorist prevention have also been used in
other situations to control protests and riots. It is important to
keep these insights in mind: While the corona-pandemic certainly
constitutes a global threat to public health, the legal status of
some of the restrictions to individual freedom and movement is
unclear and their lawfulness is now subject to debate.
The third important and more general contribution of this
book to debates about the control and securitization of public
space concerns the (in)visibility and (im)materiality of the related
measures and technological devices. The author shows how
urban public space is subject to very subtle means of control
which blur the boundaries between civil technologies and military
tasks. While the presence of police and military personnel is
obvious, and while citizens have become used to CCTV cameras,
the new forms of data-mining and other invisible surveillance
technologies are less easily detected. Moreover, the author also
shows how the security apparatus is increasingly integrated

10
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into the basic urban infrastructure. In the context of the coronapandemic, the doubts about the means of control are most
strongly articulated with regard to surveillance of public space
and contact tracking for purposes of tracing of all potentiallyexposed people after a confirmed diagnosis. In particular, the
tracking apps for mobile phones seem to take earlier surveillance
technologies related to public space documented in this book
to a new level.
In sum, this book provides for a rich and detailed documentation of the mechanisms of the counterterrorist security
apparatus in the French context. It also highlights how these
mechanisms potentially affect everyday practices of citizens and
change the design and organization of urban public spaces. The
author raises important questions and gives insights that allow
us to better understand the control and surveillance of public
space in the contemporary metropolis – questions and insights
of crucial relevance also in the current moment of crisis.
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Warfare, like everything else, is being urbanized.11

22

• 11 Graham, «Introduction: Cities, Warfare, and States of Emergency,» 4 • 12 Graham, Cities under Siege,
xiii • 13 Virilio and Lotringer, Pure War, 8

In a war, the main concern of a civilian is how to protect oneself
from a possible attack. It is about the risk of being a target, about
the fear of all the destruction that an assault may inflict. Examples
such as 9/11 in New York – but also attacks in London, Madrid,
Paris and Berlin – brought into the everyday life of Western cities
a new understanding of warfare, disrupting notions of general
security in urban areas.
Indeed, such acts created new demands for security, which
involves necessarily increased control and surveillance, and
which may lead to paranoia. Today, cities are susceptible to new
forms of contemporary warfare. This raises the question of to
what extent the production of the urban environment is affected
by this new rationale. How are cities planned under these
conditions, susceptible at the same time to unknown risks
and increased levels of security?
New military urbanism is a term to define a set of
trends in which military applications of advanced technology merge with civic life in urban space, with the city
then becoming a source of targets and threats.12 If terrorist
attacks are the most representative manifestation of a
«asymmetrical and transpolitical» war13 in Western countries’ cities, the response to them – within the discourse
of a «War on Terror» – has taken the form of real wars in

cities such as Bagdad or Kabul. As Stephen Graham notes, «contemporary warfare takes place in supermarkets, tower blocks,
subway tunnels, and industrial districts rather than open fields,
jungles or deserts.»14
The discourse of urban warfare justifies a multitude of security tools and procedures controlling bodies in cities: soldiers
patrolling the streets and buildings, ostensive presence of police
forces with heavy firearms, airport-like luggage inspections, and
the enclosure of streets and train stations for security reasons,
among others. The physical manifestations of military urbanism raise questions regarding the scale of counterterrorism
security. If state sovereignty and freedom are often evoked,
the consequences of warfare can be seen on the local level. In
this sense, not only national actors deal with these issues, but
also local public authorities are compelled to participate. If a
terrorist attack is organized by an international organisation, the
rescue of injured people is made by local firefighters and medics,
facing the impossible task of «finding local solutions to global
contradictions.»15 This multiscalar approach is embedded in the
logic of the city itself, so as Graham emphasizes:

Just as it is no longer adequate to theorize cities as local,
bounded sites that are separated off from the rest of the
world, so, similarly, political violence is now fuelled and
sustained by transnational networks that can be global and
local at the same time.16
For instance, national programs for economic development
are intrinsically connected with the transnational military
industry. The military industry not only contributes an
important percentage of the national income, but it is also
a key actor related to high-end research for new technologies. Military tools firstly conceived to protect the national
territory might be adapted for civic uses (as the internet,
satellites and drones have been). The mix between civic
and military activities reinforces a discourse that military
affairs (and warfare) are «good» or even «necessary».
23

Warfare, and States of Emergency,» 3

Fundamentals I
State control and urban warfare

• 14 Graham, Cities under Siege, xiv–xv • 15 Bauman,
Liquid Love, 101 • 16 Graham, «Introduction: Cities,
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The state of emergency gives exactly this juridico-political power
to dehumanize certain members of society under the justification of «suspicion of terrorism». Finally, the dubious intentions
of tracking technologies for marketing purposes provide free
products or targeted offers in exchange for consumers’ data. By
voluntarily conceding their personal information as consumers,
civilians also offer data to be used for purposes of surveillance
and control. This will be discussed in the case study of the Forum
des Halles commercial centre.

24

25

under Siege, xvi–xvii

Boomerang effect
Encompassing all the features of the new military urbanism, I
consider the concept of the «boomerang effect» to be the basis
for a theoretical framework to analyse the use of the 1955 state of
emergency law as a counterterrorist measure in 2015 in France.
According to Graham, the boomerang effect can be understood
as a colonial model of pacification, militarization and control
incorporated into the homeland security operations in cities of
capitalist heartlands.22 In other words, tools, technologies and
strategies initially conceived to guarantee the control of dominated foreign territories are, in a second phase, used to control
the population within the metropolitan nation-state itself. One can
recognize this logic in many examples: Israeli drones deployed
in North America, Europe and East Asia that were formerly used
to target Palestinians; private military-security actors involved
both in Middle Eastern interventions and in homeland US and EU
security; the use of more repressive forms of policing («shoot-tokill» procedure or use of «non-lethal weapons» against protests)
originally developed in Israel but expanding to new contexts;
and the increasing levels of militarization and securitization in
the French banlieues resulting in a socio-ethnical segregation
previously applied in former colonies, such as in Algeria.23
I use the concept of the «boomerang effect» in this work
to name the different forms of military and security reinforcements in metropolitan France that have a connection
to what had formerly been colonialist repressive strategies.
The importance of this term led me to research further into

• 22 Graham, Cities
• 23 Graham, xvii–xx

• 17 Graham, Cities under Siege, xxii • 18 Graham, xxv
• 19 Graham, xxv • 20 Coaffee, «Protecting Vulnerable

Cities from Terrorism: Enhancing the Resilience of Everyday Urban Infrastructure,» 63 • 21 Agamben, «For a
Theory of Destituent Power: Public Lecture in Athens,
November 16, 2013,» 46

Hence, large transnational defence companies are not only
involved with the production of weapons, security and surveillance equipment. These enterprises are also embedded in the
aircraft industry, civil construction industry and news media. The
combination of both civil and military interests is what Graham
calls «the new military urbanism’s political economy», characterized by «policies […] intended to help build local industrial champions by developing their own defence, security or technology
companies so they can compete in booming global markets for
security technology.»17
Surveillance tools are a key example to show how military
intentions blur with everyday life. Beyond the implementation of
military technologies for civilian applications, the military tasks of
tracking, surveillance and targeting make use of civilian technologies to access information, transforming the civilian user into a
«citizen soldier».18 Internet interactions and transactions are the
basis for data mining to identify threatening behaviour, private
CCTV cameras are transformed into «anti-terrorist» surveillance
systems, and so on.19
Embedded in this military logic of surveillance, data-collecting technologies create a three-in-one citizen. At the same
time (but not always to the same degree), civilian people are to
become vigilant, suspects, and consumers.
In order to be vigilant, citizens are encouraged to have a
proactive position by making use of communication tools to
report any «unusual behaviour» from other civilians. Non-military
contributions to terrorism surveillance creates a new
status for individuals, who ultimately become «all
counterterrorists, engaged in the development of a
more resilient and robust urban landscape.»20 This
participatory discourse involving citizens is explicitly
considered in counterterrorist strategies, and this
includes the Vigipirate plan, as analysed in the next
chapter. As suspects, «every citizen is a potential
terrorist» and their relation with the state is defined
by «suspicion, police filing and control.»21
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• 24 Foucault, Society Must Be Defended, 103 • 25
Graham, «Foucault’s Boomerang.» • 26 Arendt, The
Origins of Totalitarianism, 155, 223 • 27 See King and

As Graham explains, Foucault’s thoughts are rarely
related to colonialist and post-colonialist issues, and
this concept may have come from Hannah Arendt’s
studies on totalitarianism.25 Indeed, Arendt used the
concept of the «boomerang effect» (although did not
define it) in The Origins of Totalitarianism, first published
in 1951; however, her use has a broader sense referring
to what could come from the colonies, either control
mechanisms or insurgent movements.26 Indeed, authors
including Richard H. King, Dan Stone and Patricia Owens
make use of the concept, drawing on Arendt’s writings,
in order discuss if the term can be applied for the case of
the Nazi regime, reviewing the period from an imperialist
and colonialist perspective.27 Beyond the term’s use in
colonial studies, the «boomerang effect» has also been
found in psychological studies, with divergent applications as well.28

Politics; Rothberg, Multidirectional Memory; Stone,
«Defending the Plural: Hannah Arendt and Genocide
Studies.» • 28 See Brehm and Brehm, Psychological
Stone, «Introduction»; Owens, Between War and Reactance, for example

At the end of the sixteenth century we have, then, if not
the first, at least an early example of the sort of boomerang
effect colonial practice can have on the juridico-political
structures of the West. It should never be forgotten that
while colonization, with its techniques and its political and
juridical weapons, obviously transported European models to
other continents, it also had a considerable boomerang effect
on the mechanisms of power in the West, and on the
apparatuses, institutions, and techniques of power.
A whole series of colonial models was brought back
to the West, and the result was that the West could
practice something resembling colonization, or an
internal colonialism, on itself.24

In view of all these multiple uses of the term, I am wary to connect the boomerang effect to Foucault’s thoughts in the way The
City between Freedom and Security,29 edited by Deane Simpson,
Vibeke Jensen and Anders Rubing, does, for example. The incontestably important name of the philosopher may draw attention
to the idea, but the understanding of the boomerang effect used
in this study is more a product drawn from Graham’s work than
Foucault’s.
So, Graham’s «boomerang effect» helps me to understand
relations between the colonial and postcolonial periods in France.
With a historical perspective of French security tools, in the next
chapter I interrogate to what extent the French colonial strategies
from the beginning of the 20th century have been appropriated
for internal procedures in the homeland territory.

27

Security and Freedom

the origins of French counterterrorist tools and how they were
previously used.
Also called «Foucault’s boomerang», the concept originally
comes from a single mention in a lecture from Michel Foucault
at the Collège de France in 1976:

• 29 Simpson, Jensen, and Rubing, The City between
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Inauguration of Emmanuel Macron as president
of France. Breaking the tradition to use a civilian
limousine, he paraded in a military jeep.
Photo: Chrisafis, «Show of Military Might as
Emmanuel Macron Is Inaugurated as President.»
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• 120 see Agamben, State of Exception, 5
• 121 Agamben, 4 • 122 Agamben, «Giorgio Agamben.»

Finally, combining the concentration of power in the military
apparatus given by the Vigipirate plan and the power of the state
of emergency to suspend constitutional rights, the actual political
panorama in France constitutes what Giorgio Agamben calls a
«state of exception».120 According to the Italian philosopher, the
state of exception is a juridical tool that suspends the juridical
order itself, becoming the «threshold of indeterminacy between
democracy and absolutism».121 The state of emergency has this
same juridical form, as Agamben warned just after the November
2015 attacks.122 Complementarily, I argue here that the Vigipirate
plan plays a key role in the application of the state of emergency
by operationalizing military forces and by making exceptional
measures permanent. This logic was reinforced when the Vigipirate plan changed its structure during the state of emergency,
which raises questions to what degree exceptional measures are
being implemented in a permanent form.

The Ministry of Transport is the organization within the Ministry for the Ecological and Inclusive Transition in charge
of all domains related to transportation
(its full name is «Ministère de la Transition écologique et solidaire, chargé
des Transports»). The competent
authority in matters of civil aviation
and land transport security, the Ministry of Transport coordinates other relevant administrative bodies regarding
transportation issues and guarantees
the adequate transmission of security
policies (especially from the Vigipirate
plan) to transport operators and other
related actors. The Ministry also represents the government in European
and consultative bodies on transport
security.

Management | Public institution |
France | Under authority of the
President

Ministry of Transport
Ministère chargé des Transport

Under direct command of the Prime
Minister, this directorate work as
a press service for the Government
and especially for the Prime Minister.
Broadly, it has three main responsibilities: 1) to analyse the evolution of public
opinion and media content concerning
governmental actions; 2) to inform the
general public of governmental actions
as well as those of the Prime Minister
(in part through being responsible for
the Gouvernement.fr website); and 3)
to coordinate the governmental communication between ministries. 126
SIG is responsible for editing and
managing the stop-djihadisme.gouv.fr
website, where services for combating radicalization, especially jihadism,
are provided. The website’s main services are preventive advice for families,
communication channels to report suspects, and dissemination of governmental initiatives.
Hence, SIG deals with sensitive
information about security and can be
a mediator between the Prime Minister and public institutions such as the

Management | Public institution |
France | Under authority of the Prime
Minister

SG-CIPDR and UCLAT, which have primacy regarding the contents of the
communication channel of stop-djihadisme.gouv.fr. Furthermore, SIG
also tracks the degree to which certain
security measures are accepted by the
public opinion and mass media.

The former Ministry of Defence changed
its name in 2017, early in the Macron
presidency. The name «Ministry of the
Armed Forces» had been used in the
Fifth Republic before, between 1959 and
1969, just after the legal creation of the
state of emergency. This new designation reinforces the military aspect of the
institution and indicates a more assertive approach in which armed forces
might do more than just «defend».
The Ministry of the Armed Forces is
administratively responsible for coordinating actions undertaken by the
French Armed Forces in order to protect the national territory and guarantee national sovereignty. The ministry
coordinates several missions concerning public security, including the application of military security measures
of the Vigipirate plan and Opération
Sentinelle.

Directly nominated by the President,
the Prime Minister serves as an extension of the presidential powers and
interests, being responsible for the
coordination of interministerial national
affairs. Concerning security issues, the
Prime Minister has authority over several interministerial offices, including
the SGDSN, the SG-CIPDR and SIG,
decides Vigipirate alert level changes
and represents the President in some
occasions on the subject of national
security.

SIG
Governmental Information Service
Service d’information du Governement
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The President of the French Republic
is directly elected, with a term of five
years. As the head of the Council of
Ministers, the President has authority
to declare the state of emergency for
the first 12 days without consulting
the legislative power. The President
is also the Chief of the Armed Forces
and is especially responsible for issues
concerning the country’s sovereignty,
territorial integrity, international agreements and nuclear power. The President
nominates the Prime Minister and also
presides over the National Defence
and Security Council.
Except for Nicolas Sarkozy, all presidents of the Fifth Republic of France
have attended a grande école, exposing
the intimate relation between governmental power and the intellectual elite
of the country.

Ministry of the Armed Forces
Ministère des Armées

Prime Minister
Premier ministre

President of the Republic
Président de la République

Catalogue of involved actors

Unlike any other city in France, the
Municipality of Paris has no right to have
its own municipal police force. According to Mathieu Zagrodzki, the French
Government considers the security of
Paris to be a national affair and, additionally, it fears rebellions or revolutions
in Paris. Consequently, the notion of a
local armed police force is also feared.
So, the national government has direct
control over security in Paris. 127
Nevertheless, the municipality has
different agents involved in general
security:
Night Correspondents (correspondants de nuit – CdN) are in charge of
co-producing public tranquillity in specific neighbourhoods.
Social Housing Surveillance Group
(Groupement parisien interbailleurs de
surveillance – GPIS), with a semi-public status, is responsible for improving
safety in social housing areas.
Inspectors of Security of Paris
(inspecteurs de sécurité de la ville de
Paris – ISVP), also with semi-public
status, are uniformed agents in charge
of public salubrity; this program dates
back to the late 1970s and tackles

Management | Public institution |
Paris

Municipality of Paris
Mairie de Paris

The Ministry of the Interior has authority over the National Police and Gendarmerie and is in direct communication
with the Préfecture de Paris. The Ministry of the Interior has authority over
homeland security in France and gives
feedback to the SGDSN, the Prime
Minister and the President concerning
terrorism risk assessments and the
efficacy of applied security measures.
In recent history, several Interior
Ministers continued their political
career either as President (Nicolas
Sarkozy) or Prime Minister (Dominique
de Villepin, Manuel Valls and Bernard
Cazeneuve).

Management | Public institution |
France | Under authority of the
President

Ministry of the Interior
Ministère de l’Intérieur
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A walk-through metal detector is a portico, slightly larger than a conventional
door, used to screen people before entering a controlled area. The device detects
metallic objects, announcing their presence with audio and visual alarms. The
act of walking through the machine is
controlled by a security agent. The person under inspection has to wait for the
agent’s authorization to enter. Once
scanned, the person is allowed to exit
only after the scanning result indicates
no presence of metal. In the case of a
positive scan result, the person must
present any suspicious objects for a separate inspection and is directed once
again to enter the walk-though metal
detector for a new scanning.
The machine can be adjusted to
regulate its detection reliability. In this
sense, scanning procedures may be

Security as main purpose: yes
Main security purpose: surveillance

S3 Walk-through metal detectors

Video surveillance is perhaps the most
important element of all security tools,
being the objectification of a total security paradigm. Justified by both general
and counterterrorist security control,
CCTV is the acronym for «closed-circuit
television» and is constituted of video
cameras that transmit images of remote
locations onto monitors in a central
surveillance control room.
Video cameras are used in both
indoor and outdoor environments and
were encountered in all visited spaces
during field research. They have a range
of different shapes (directional, domed,
multiples) and are integrated with their
surroundings to varying degrees. They

Security as main purpose: yes
Main security purpose: surveillance

S1 CCTV

different in each case. While in an airport one might be instructed to pass
through the device without wearing
shoes or a belt, in certain museums it
is not even necessary to remove one’s
wallet or keys.
A walk-through metal detector is
used in combination with the baggage
scanner machine S2 .

can be installed on independent structures or poles associated with illumination, and they can also be fixed on
walls or ceilings. Frequently, there is
some sort of protection against bad
weather or vandalism. Despite the relatively small impact such cameras have
on physical urban space, one should
also consider the required space for the
control rooms that receive images from
the various cameras and, consequently,
the security agents watching them.
The number of video cameras in open
spaces with public access in Paris is relatively small. A city with an area of 105.4
km2, Paris has almost 2,000 installed
cameras, most operated by the Préfecture de Paris. 168 We can compare
this with the case of London, where
within just its 2.90 km2 historic centre,
the City of London already has 1,500
surveillance cameras. 169
The captured images can be recorded
and kept for a limited amount of time.
In Paris, the installation or modification
of any video surveillance system must
be authorized by the Préfecture de
Paris. 170 Additionally, in cases involving terrorism, the National Police and
other competent authorities have the
right to access images from private

Catalogue of physical elements related to security

The handheld metal detectors observed
during field studies were flat wands
approximately 50 cm long which, in
proximity to a metal object, produce
an alarm sound. Used by private security agents in order to control access
to restricted areas, they can be used to
inspect both luggage and people’s bodies. As a small object to be carried by
a security agent, it increases the flexibility of security screenings and allows
new borders of control to be rapidly
defined. They are frequently carried by
security agents in airports and museums to complement screenings by baggage scanner machines S2 and
walk-through metal detectors S3 .

Security as main purpose: yes
Main security purpose: surveillance

S4 Handheld metal detectors

operators. 171 After 2011, the discourse
on security with CCTV has shifted from
«vidéosurveillance» to «vidéoprotection», including terrorism prevention
as one of its functions. The use of CCTV
as an anti-terrorist tool is not a common-sense concept, as will be seen in
the case study of Forum des Halles.

A security booth or guard booth is a
cabin from which a security agent can
survey an area. Typical security booths
are between 1 or 2 m2, come in a variety
of forms, and are protected to various
degrees. A booth may be nothing more
than covered bench (Élysée Palace), but
usually it is a «box with a door» that
allows the security agent to be enclosed
inside. Associations with other security
objects were observed, especially with
vehicle barriers O3 (thus becoming
a checkpoint V2 , as at the Embassy
of Israel) or a CCTV control room (as at
the Jardin des Tuileries).
Generally, security booths are outdoors, either in an open area inside the
surveyed property, or in the surrounding area, frequently on the sidewalk.
However, security booths were also
encountered inside buildings, revealing

Security as main purpose: yes
Main security purpose: surveillance

S5 Security booths

A baggage scanner machine is a conveyor belt on which people must
deposit their personal objects, such as
baggage, jackets, wallets and mobile
phones. The objects pass through an
x-ray machine, revealing their contents
on a screen and indicating the presence
of liquids and metallic objects. At least
one security agent is needed to analyse
the images produced by the machine.
The scanner machines are typically
seen in airport check-in areas, but during field research they were also
encountered in most Parisian museums,
in the Hôtel de Ville and in Gare du Nord.
They are used in combination with walkthrough metal detectors S3 .

Security as main purpose: yes
Main security purpose: surveillance

S2 Baggage scanner machines
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Place Carrée

Patio Pina Bausch

Jardin Nelson Mandela

Main staircase entrance

Police station

Rue Pierre Lescot

Axonometric Forum des Halles
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